Pre-movement TB testing
Extracts from Nibblers online discussion group April 2006
How are others approaching the new pre-movement TB testing regs?
On investigation, it seems that the only way to avoid on-site testing (which I am keen to
avoid if at all possible as it will cost a fortune in time and vets fees, as well as the difficulties
of rounding up and testing cattle on sites with no permanent handling facilities) is for the
grazier to have those sites linked to their main holding on a Sole Occupancy authority.
However, our Trust is taking the view that TB testing of cattle is the way forward (to avoid a
badger cull) and I therefore if I wonder if we should in fact be insisting on TB testing prior to
ANY movement. If we do this, I fear we will lose graziers who simply do not want the
hassle.
It also has implications for the few 'flying' cattle we move around the more difficult sites.
Any feedback appreciated! Cathy Wainwright
Having just had an onsite TB test I heartily agree with you Cathy about the problemsthat this
is going to pose. But luckily for me its only once every 4 years; I'd have to change jobs if it
was any more than this.
Sole occupancy should avoid the need for premovement testing because the several parcels
of land are all within the same holding and no other cattle are encountered. Where the sites
are registered as different holdings it should still be possible to avoid triggering the
movement protocols by linking holdings via BCMS. This means that the owner of the cattle
doesn't have to part with the passports because they are retaining ownership whilst the
animals are on another person's holding. This may thus not count as a cattle movement in
the technical sense, although until someone tries it we won't know for sure how it is affected
by the new TB regs. I imagine it will only avoid the need for premovement testing if the other
holding doesn't have any cattle of its own.
If you are insisting on your graziers doing PM tests as a political gesture I don't think you will
have any graziers for very long. Will the tests only apply when they come on or will you want
themto be tested off the site as well? And there's always the risk that you will point the finger
of blame at badgers if despite only moving TB free animals you are subject to the disease.
As for costs it is perhaps worth pointing out that the state vet service pays private vets just
97p per head for doing routine TB tests which includes both visits (for my vet this was 3
person days of time, and 50+ miles of travel all for less than £70). It will be interesting to see
how this compares with the going commercial rate which you as a client have to pay.
Bill Grayson
Many thanks for this advice. It will be taken to our reserves meeting as I agree that if we
insist on pre-movement testing we will lose graziers.
The holdings are currently linked for BCMS purposes, but the State Veterinary Service did
not seem to consider this acceptable. However, as BCMS, SVS and the local Trading
Standards depts do not appear to communicate, we may have to test this out!!
Our vet has quoted £70 per hour plus £20 for every 10 miles travel. Expensive!
Thanks again Cathy

